SAINT CLOUD [L-H] - 26 November
Race 1 - PRIX AJAX - 1600m CL2. Purse EUR €31,000.
1. HARPER - Held 10L sixth in a 1400m event at Chantilly AW 24 days ago. Claims on best form.
2. ELECTROSCOPE - Bidding to complete a hat-trick when 6.75L seventh over 1500m in a Deauville AW
claimer 22 days ago. Of note on return to turf.
3. HOMO DEUS - Victorious by 0.75L in a 2000m handicap here sixteen days ago. One to note.
4. MARILLAMAN - Held 11L eighth over 2000m at Toulouse just over two weeks ago. Others make more
appeal.
5. DHAHABIA - Victorious by a head in a 1350m handicap at Lyon-Parilly earlier this month. This looks a
tougher affair.
6. KIMINA - Successful by a head over 1900m at Longchamp just over four weeks ago. Claims.
7. ALULA BOREALIS - Fifth when beaten 2.5L in the 1600m Listed Prix des Lilas at Chantilly in May. Top
chance on return from a break.
8. BEAUX VILLAGES - Successful by 1.5L in a 2000m maiden at Chantilly last month. Strong claims.
9. PHAIDRA - Down the field 6.5L ninth in the 1400m Listed Prix Ceres at Fontainebleau first up. Others
preferred.
10. TAKACHIHO - Nose second over this course and distance earlier this month. Step forward required in
this grade.
11. TASMANIA - Good 1.5L second in an 1850m contest at Longchamp last month. Leading contender.
12. THEA AL GUNAY - Given a break since finishing 3.25L third in a 2000m contest at Hannover
(Germany) in August. Looking for a first career success.
Summary: TASMANIA (11) can go one better than when 1.5L second over 1850m at Longchamp. Leading
chance for a top trainer and jockey combination. ALULA BOREALIS (7) is respected down in grade following
a 2.5L fifth in the 1600m Listed Prix des Lilas at Chantilly. BEAUX VILLAGES (8) makes the shortlist on the
back of a 1.5L victory in a 2000m maiden at Chantilly. ELECTROSCOPE (2) won by a head tackling 1600m
at Bordeaux on his penultimate outing. One to consider.
Selections
TASMANIA (11) - ALULA BOREALIS (7) - BEAUX VILLAGES (8) - ELECTROSCOPE (2)
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Race 2 - PRIX JACQUES DE VIENNE - 2500m OPEN. Purse EUR €50,000.
1. IRISH POINT - Good 0.75L second over 2300m at Le Mans last month. One to note.
2. INEDIT STAR - Impressive 5.5L winner of a 2400m event at Saint-Brieuc on debut earlier this month.
Notable contender.
3. IKARE DU MOULIN - Pulled up in a hurdle over 3600m at Auteuil on jumping debut. More needed on flat
return.
4. IL EST FRANCAIS - Runner-up on both previous starts including when beaten 3L in a 2400m event at
Lyon-Parilly 23 days ago. Of note in this race.
5. IL EST DIVIN - Held 20L fifth in the G3 Prix de l'Avenir over 2400m at Nantes at the end of last month.
Strong claims on earlier form.
6. IKIGAI - Failed to shine when 23L sixth in the G3 Prix de l'Avenir over 2400m at Nantes 27 days ago.
Claims if producing his best form.
7. ILE O VENT - Successful by 1.25L in the 2400m G3 Prix Yves d'Armaille at Moulins early last month. Top
jockey booked to ride.
8. IORANA VALLIS - Fifth when beaten 2.25L in the G3 Prix des Guilledines over 2300m at Durtal 26 days
ago. This looks a tougher affair.
9. IDYLLE SACREE - Successful by 6.5L over 2400m at Paray-le-Monial just under five weeks ago. Bold
show expected.
10. IDEFIXE DU MOULIN - Completed a hat-trick when winning the G3 Prix de l'Avenir over 2400m at
Nantes by 2.5L just under four weeks ago. Leading contender.
11. ITIALENE - Held 19L fourth in the G3 Prix de l'Avenir over 2400m at Nantes last month. Earlier form
gives her a chance.
12. IMAGE DE GRUGY - Held 4.25L sixth in a 2300m event at Durtal at the start of the month. More
required in this grade.
13. INGRANDES - Nose second in the 2300m G3 Prix des Guilledines at the end of last month. Top chance.
Summary: IDEFIXE DU MOULIN (10) can complete a four-timer following a 2.5L victory in the 2400m G3
Prix de l'Avenir at Nantes. INGRANDES (13) is considered having been beaten a nose in the G3 Prix des
Guilledines over 2300m at Durtal. IL EST DIVIN (5) may put a below par 20L fifth in the aforementioned G3
Prix de l'Avenir behind him. Provided solid form prior and may bounce back. IDYLLE SACREE (9)
impressed winning by 6.5L over 2400m at Paray-le-Monial. Open to progress and not ruled out.
Selections
IDEFIXE DU MOULIN (10) - INGRANDES (13) - IL EST DIVIN (5) - IDYLLE SACREE (9)
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Race 3 - GRAND PRIX DES APPRENTIS - 2100m CL3 QUALIF HCP. Purse EUR €20,000.
1. LINSOUMIS - Good 1.75L second in a 2400m handicap at this venue last month. Form of that race is
working out well.
2. FULL PRECIEUX - Successful by 0.75L in a 1950m handicap at Le Mans eleven days ago. One to note.
3. PALMIRO - Held 6.25L ninth over 1800m at Longchamp just over four weeks ago. Others preferred.
4. PARABAK - Runner-up when beaten a nose in a 2400m handicap on the AW at Pau 27 days ago. Strong
claims.
5. BAMCALYB - Good 0.5L second over 2400m at Nantes at the end of last month. Claims in this event.
6. NAISHAN - Nose winner of an 1800m event at Longchamp just over four weeks ago. Notable contender.
7. DORAZIO - Placed third when beaten 4.75L over 2000m here ten days ago. Likely to find at least one too
good.
8. AGENDA - Successful by 2L over 2350m at Strasbourg just over two weeks ago. This looks a tougher
event.
9. HAPPY CHRISNAT - Failed to shine when 25L last of sixteen over 2800m at Longchamp first up. Drop in
trip no issue but needs more.
10. AMERICAN BEACH - Held 14L ninth over 2350m at Strasbourg earlier this month. Improvement
required.
11. TEQUILA BOOM BOOM - Runner-up when beaten 7L in a 2400m contest at Saint-Brieuc fifteen days
ago. Likely to struggle on these terms.
12. AQUITAINE - Held 9.5L ninth over 2400m at Longchamp in September. Debuting for a new trainer.
13. AMARHALEN - Below par 14L tenth over 2500m at Saint-Cloud just under four weeks ago. Best
watched.
Summary: LINSOUMIS (1) delivered a 1.75L second in a 2400m handicap here. The form of that race is
working out well and he can go one better. PARABAK (4) was beaten a nose when second over 2400m on
the AW at Pau. Shortlist. NAISHAN (6) enters calculations having won by a nose tackling 1800m at
Longchamp. BAMCALYB (5) finds a suitable opportunity following a 0.5L second attempting 2400m at
Nantes. Thereabouts.
Selections
LINSOUMIS (1) - PARABAK (4) - NAISHAN (6) - BAMCALYB (5)
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Race 4 - PRIX DE LA FONTAINE - 1600m HCP. Purse EUR €25,000.
1. BREMONTIER - Held 11L sixth over 1500m at Deauville AW just over five weeks ago. Handicap debut.
2. PEDRITO - Victorious by 1.5L in a 1350m maiden at Cholet three weeks ago. Strong claims on handicap
debut.
3. SEPTANTE - Fair 3.5L fourth in a 1500m maiden on the AW at Pont-de-Vivaux at the end of last month.
Tackling handicap company for the first time.
4. SCREEN SHOT - Failed to shine when 15L tenth over 2000m at Le Pin-au-Haras in a maiden just over a
month ago. Best watched.
5. MISTERGIF - Good 2L second in a similar race to this 26 days ago. Bold show expected.
6. WINTER'S MAGIC - Held 5.5L fifth over 1900m at Deauville AW nine days ago. More required.
7. SHALAWAY - Sixth when beaten 6.2.5L over track and trip just under four weeks ago. Improvement
needed.
8. BLACK TRACK - Fair 5.75L fifth in a course and distance handicap 26 days ago. Vulnerable to less
exposed rivals.
9. GOLD PLAYER - Broke his maiden when winning by 1.25L over 1400m at Nantes on handicap debut just
under three weeks go. Top chance stepping up in distance.
10. AFFAIRE CONCLUE - Returning from a break when 5.25L fourth over 1400m at Nantes on handicap
debut. Open to improvement.
11. WHY CHOPE - Held 37L sixth over 1600m at Vittel in August. Making her handicap debut following a
break.
12. VAROSHKINE - Improved effort when 3.5L third in a 1600m claimer at Touluse just over two weeks ago.
Making his first start in a handicap.
13. COMTESSE VERA - Midfield finish when 14L seventh over 1800m at Le Croise-Laroche four days ago.
Others hold more obvious claims.
14. BLOOD CHOPE - Good 2L fourth in a 1400m handicap at Chantilly AW a week ago. One to note.
Summary: Stepping back up in trip is GOLD PLAYER (9). Can complete a double having won over 1400m
at Nantes on handicap debut. PEDRITO (2) may play a role in the finish following a 1.5L triumph in a 1350m
maiden at Cholet. Strong chance with a top jockey booked on first handicap outing. MISTERGIF (5) caught
the eye when 2L second over course and distance. Consider. AFFAIRE CONCLUE (10) is another to note
having been beaten 5.25L fourth in the previously mentioned Nantes handicap.
Selections
GOLD PLAYER (9) - PEDRITO (2) - MISTERGIF (5) - AFFAIRE CONCLUE (10)
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Race 5 - PRIX DE GONNEVILLE - 1600m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €23,000.
1. MAKENO - Below par 5.25L tenth over 1400m at Nancy last month. Others preferred.
2. PRINCESSE VERA - Fair 2.5L sixth over 1400m at Nancy just under two weeks ago. Likely to find a few
too good.
3. MI C'INFILO - Good 3.5L fourth over 1950m at Le Mans eleven days ago. Placed three times here in the
past.
4. RIYAK - Good 0.75L fourth in a 1400m handicap at Nancy just under a fortnight ago. Of note in this
event.
5. KING HARTWOOD - Down the field 9.25L eleventh over this trip at Angers earlier this month. Others hold
more obvious claims.
6. JACQUES COEUR - Fair 3L sixth over 1600m at Angers seventeen days ago. Step forward required.
7. LAMALINK - Held 13L tenth over 2000m at Nancy just under two weeks ago. Dropping in distance.
8. MALVINA - Held 3.5L seventh over 1800m on the AW at Lyon-la-Soie just under two weeks ago. More
needed.
9. MOLINO - Good form prior to a 9.25L eighth over 2000m here earlier this month. Drop in trip is no issue.
10. GRATIANE - Good 4L third over 1400m at Strasbourg just over two weeks ago. Looking for a first
victory at the eighteenth time of asking.
11. AZABA - Held 9L tenth over 1650m in an Amiens claimer. Ran well off this mark in a 1600m handicap at
Longchamp prior.
12. GRISBI - Down the field 6.75L eleventh over 1400m at Le Mans at the start of the month. Claims on his
3L victory over 1800m at Le Croise-Laroche prior.
13. LOVELY MISS - Struggled in two starts since winning over 1600m at Fontainebleau early last month.
Others make more appeal.
14. DON'T TELL TALES - Failed to shine when 10L eighth over 1400m at Bordeaux just over four weeks
ago. Others hold more obvious claims.
15. JUNVIEVE - 25 race maiden finished 7.25L sixth over 1650m at Amiens earlier this month. Minor role
likely.
16. AMERICAN LILY - Good 0.5L third over 2000m here ten days ago. One to note.
17. VEGA DREAM - Placed third when beaten 0.5L in a 1400m claiming handicap here ten days ago.
Claims if replicating that effort.
18. GOJI BERRY - Fair 4.75L fourth over 1650m at Amiens seventeen days ago. Likely to find a few too
good.
Summary: MOLINO (9) can put a below par effort behind him and take this having finished 2L third over
1600m at Angers on his penultimate start. MI C'INFILO (3) may deliver a big effort on the back of a 3.5L
fourth in a 1950m handicap at Le Mans. Solid course form a positive. RIYAK (4) enters calculations following
a 0.75L fourth tackling 1400m at Nancy. AMERICAN LILY (16) was beaten 0.5L third over 2000m here. One
to note.
Selections
MOLINO (9) - MI C'INFILO (3) - RIYAK (4) - AMERICAN LILY (16)
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Race 6 - PRIX DE CHEMOITOU - 2800m HCP CL2. Purse EUR €23,000.
1. SANDSTORM - Held 6L ninth over this trip at Longchamp just over four weeks ago. Others preferred.
2. ROCCA YOU - Below par 16L eleventh over 2500m here 26 days ago. Minor role likely.
3. GARRICK HARMONY - Delivered a string of placed efforts prior to a 17L eighth over 2000m here last
month. Capable of better.
4. RUUDJE - Midfield finish when 6.25L ninth over 2500m at Deauville AW nine days ago. Step forward
needed.
5. ZORPEN - Victorious by a neck in a 2400m handicap at Nantes 27 days ago. Has won at this venue in
the past.
6. CUTTY PIE - Fair 3.5L fourth in a 2500m handicap at this venue at the end of last month. Vulnerable to
less exposed rivals.
7. MICHLIFEN - Pulled up in a 3600m newcomers hurdle at Auteuil in September. Making his first start for a
new trainer.
8. PAO ENKI - Held 6.5L tenth over 2600m at Fontainebleau two weeks ago. Best watched.
9. HERE COMES SUMMER - Down the field 11L fourteenth over 2500m at Deauville AW last week. Earlier
form gives him a chance.
10. SRIDEDGREEN - Good 3.5L fourth over 3000m at Toulouse just over a month ago. Strong claims.
11. AUEN ADVENTURE - Fifth when beaten 2.5L over 2600m at Fontainebleau two weeks ago. One to
note.
12. DREAM WORD - Caught the eye when 3L fourth in a 2800m handicap at Longchamp 29 days ago. Bold
show expected.
13. COVER BLEU - Midfield finish when 4L seventh over 2000m here ten days ago. Needs to put that effort
behind her.
14. FINJAANS ROSE - Returning from a break when 6.25L fifth over 2500m in a claiming handicap at
Hyeres just under two weeks ago. Likely to have improved for the run.
15. MORAL GAGNANT - Failed to trouble the judge in two starts this spell including when 18L eighth over
2200m at Amiens seventeen days ago. Best watched.
16. AHMED PRIDE - Improved effort when 2L fourth over 2900m at Amiens second up. Has won at this
venue in the past.
17. MAVALA - Fair 3.75L eighth over 2900m at Amiens earlier this month. Step forward needed.
18. TANGO - Fourth when beaten 6L in a Class Three event over 2400m at Bordeaux earlier this month.
Held twice off this mark in the past.
Summary: The consistent SRIDEDGREEN (10) is set to deliver a victory having finished 3.5L fourth over
3000m at Toulouse. DREAM WORD (12) may register another big effort following a 3L fourth tackling
2800m at Longchamp. ZORPEN (5) won by a neck attempting 2400m at Nantes. Might go well stepping up
in distance. HERE COMES SUMMER (9) can put a below par Deauville AW effort behind him. Solid 2.5L
third in a 2800m contest at Longchamp prior.
Selections
SRIDEDGREEN (10) - DREAM WORD (12) - ZORPEN (5) - HERE COMES SUMMER (9)
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Race 7 - PRIX DE DORMANS - 1600m HCP CL2. Purse EUR €30,000.
1. NORWEGIAN SIR - Good 1.25L fourth over 1600m at Angers seventeen days ago. One to note.
2. MILLFIELD - Down the field twelfth over this trip at Angers earlier this month. Others preferred.
3. BOHEMIAN'S RHAPSODY - Successful by 1L in a 1600m handicap at Angers. Of note despite a 2.5kg
rise in the weights.
4. GOLD CAPTAIN - Victorious by 1L in a 1400m handicap at Bordeaux at the end of last month. Not
certain to replicate that effort stepping up in distance.
5. MINOTAUROS - Fifth when beaten 1.75L over this trip at Angers seventeen days ago. Improvement
needed.
6. LA GAETA - 3.5L tenth over this trip at Angers seventeen days ago. Winner at Fontainebleau prior.
7. MASTERBOY - Head second in a 1400m handicap here just under five weeks ago. Bold show expected
on just his second handicap start.
8. PARIGI - Midfield finish when 3.25L eighth over 1500m at Deauville AW three weeks ago. Others
preferred on return to turf.
9. L'AIR DU TEMPS - Head second over this distance at Bordeaux 29 days ago. Strong claims.
10. PERSIAN - Faded when 4L eighth over this trip at Angers earlier this month. Others hold more obvious
claims.
11. CARLTON CHOICE - Placed second when beaten a head in a 1350m handicap at Lyon-Parilly eighteen
days ago. Step up in distance no issue.
12. THIBOUVILLE - Returning from a break when 3.5L fourth over this course and distance sixteen days
ago. Step forward required.
13. VICOPISANO - Held 11L sixth over 1950m in a Class Two at Le Mans first up. Notable runner having
twice placed off a higher mark earlier this year.
14. BLACK CESS - Fair 3L seventh over 1600m at Angers seventeen days ago. Others preferred.
15. MORSAN - Held 5.25L sixth in a race over this distance at Marseille-Borely twelve days ago. Minor role
likely.
16. JACK O'BOY - Held 5L ninth over 1600m at Angers earlier this month. Best watched.
17. GAETANO DONIZETTI - Raised 3.5kg after completing a double when landing a 1400m claiming
handicap here by 0.5L ten days ago. Noted in this race.
18. WELCOME MOON - Good 0.75L second over 1700m at Longchamp just under six weeks ago. Claims.
Summary: The unexposed MASTERBOY (7) can go one better than when a head second over 1400m here
on handicap debut. L'AIR DU TEMPS (9) makes the shortlist after being denied a head attempting this
distance at Bordeaux. VICOPISANO (13) may play a role in the finish. Shaped fairly when a 11L sixth in a
1950m Class Two contest at Le Mans first up after a break. WELCOME MOON (18) is another of note
having been beaten 0.75L second over 1700m at Longchamp.
Selections
MASTERBOY (7) - L'AIR DU TEMPS (9) - VICOPISANO (13) - WELCOME MOON (18)
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Race 8 - PRIX DU MANOIR - 2800m HCP CL2. Purse EUR €30,000.
1. MISTER NINO - Good 3L second over this trip at Longchamp at the end of last month. Bold show
expected.
2. BARATIN - Runner-up when beaten 3.5L in a 3000m Class Three at Angers earlier this month. Of note
returning to a handicap.
3. JUST A FORMALITY - Winner of two of his last three starts including by a nose over 2400m at Toulouse
just over a fortnight ago. Claims despite a 3kg rise in the weights.
4. ANATELLO - Failed to shine when last of sixteen over 2200m at Longchamp just over a month ago. More
needed.
5. DARE - Last of fifteen when beaten 48L in a 2500m handicap here at the end of last month. Claims on
her earlier form.
6. AKYO - Good 3L fourth over 2000m here ten days ago. Making just his second start over this distance.
7. TIRANO - Good 3.5L third in a 2400m handicap here last month. Stepping up in distance.
8. GRAN GESTE - Given a break since finishing 5L ninth over 3000m at Strasbourg at the start of June. Has
gone well first up in the past.
9. RUE DES IRLANDAIS - Held 8L seventh over 2200m at Lyon-Parilly at the start of this month. Capable of
better.
10. POET'S QUEST - Successful by 3.5L in a 3000m Class Three event at Angers seventeen days ago.
Noted back in a handicap.
11. LETTYT STORM - Fourth when beaten 4L in a 2800m handicap at Longchamp last month. Likely to find
a few too good.
12. MOONWALK STEP - Down the field 8.25L twelfth over 2400m at Toulouse earlier this month.
Supplemented for this event.
13. TRICK OF THE MIND - Failed to shine when 8.25L eleventh over 2400m at Toulouse fifteen days ago.
Best watched.
14. PJEDRO - Bidding to complete a hat-trick when 0.75L third in a 2400m handicap at Toulouse just over
two weeks ago. Leading contender with the step up in distance a positive.
15. INEEDALEADER - Held 11L thirteenth over 2500m at Deauville AW when returning to handicap
company. Improvement required.
16. L'IMPROVISTE - Impressive 7L winner of a 2400m Class Four contest at Saint-Brieuc just over a
fortnight ago. Likely to find life tougher back in a handicap.
17. MOON WOLF - Fair 3L sixth over 2500m at Deauville AW three weeks ago. Others make more appeal.
18. MERCI POUR TOUT - Successful by 1.25L in a 2500m handicap at this venue at the end of last month.
Has to defy a 2.5kg rise in the weights if she is to follow up.
Summary: PJEDRO (14) can secure victory having finished 0.75L third over 2400m at Toulouse. Leading
contender with the step up in distance a positive. Top weight MISTER NINO (1) ran 3L second at
Longchamp. Firmly involved. BARATIN (2) enters calculations on the back of a 3.5L second in a 3000m
Class Three at Angers. Respected back in a handicap. JUST A FORMALITY (3) is another to consider
following a nose triumph in a 2400m event at Toulouse.
Selections
PJEDRO (14) - MISTER NINO (1) - BARATIN (2) - JUST A FORMALITY (3)
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REIMS [R-H] - 26 November
Race 1 - PRIX DES CHATILLONS - 2550m WALK-UP F9 Harness. Purse EUR €16,000.
1. INTEMPOREL - First time starter by Sam Bourbon. Represents a top yard.
2. INSIDE MAN - Struggling to find best form and needs more.
3. I LOVE ROCK - Struggling to find best form in tougher competition and could go better down in class.
4. IDAO CASH - Struggled on last two outings prior to a short spell. Second at Ecommoy earlier in the
campaign gives him place claims.
5. I AM SIBEY - Two placings from last three outings including nose second at Gournay in a similar class.
6. INOUI DE BRY - Struggling with DQ. Last three completions ended in placings against similar
competition.
7. IMPREVU MAJYC - Followed up a useful 0.25L second at Laon with a DQ. Capable.
8. IPSON DE LINE - Bounced back after two well-beaten efforts with a narrow second at Amiens. Consider
if replicating.
9. INCRIVEL - Winning debut at Gournay and placed 7.25L second at Evreux since. Can bounce back after
a DQ.
10. INSTINCT DE JOMAX - Built on a reappearance 0.5L third at Meslay-du-Maine with a 3L success at
Amiens. Top chance third-up.
11. IZ OF CAMARO - Racing well barring first DQ two outings back. Last seen finishing fourth at Argentan.
12. INTOUCHABLE FAC - Two placings from last three outings including a 3.25L third at Argentan.
13. INVICTUS DAY - Built on a debut 0.25L second at Amiens to score by 4.25L at Strasbourg. Makes
appeal.
14. IZQUIERDO - Chasing a double after 1.75L success at La Capelle. Steps up in class.
Summary: INSTINCT DE JOMAX (10) returned after a spell with a credible 0.5L third at Meslay-du-Maine.
Built on that performance to score by 3L at Amiens and can play a major role third-up. INVICTUS DAY (13)
showed a good level of form when 0.25L second at Amiens on debut and shed maiden tag at Strasbourg
subsequently. Further progression likely. INOUI DE BRY (6) could go close if finding the finish. INCRIVEL
(9) is capable of bouncing back after a DQ. Won and placed on three career starts.
Selections
INSTINCT DE JOMAX (10) - INVICTUS DAY (13) - INOUI DE BRY (6) - INCRIVEL (9)
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Race 2 - GRAND PRIX DU CHAMPAGNE MICHEL GONET - 2550m WALK-UP F104 HCP Harness.
Purse EUR €18,000.
1. GINKO DE LA VALLEE - Runner-up after a break beaten 0.25L in a lower class. Fitter second up and
could progress.
2. GREAT GATSBY - Fourth at Le Croise-Laroche beaten 6L after a short break in this company. More than
capable.
3. FANDANGO DE NILE - Well beaten in a lower class at Chartres and requires more.
4. ELLE DANOVER - Seventh in a claimer at Villedieu-Les-Poeles. Hard to have.
5. FADING DE MORTREE - Resuming after 110 days. Down the field on last four outings. Passed over.
6. FINGALO - Won by a neck at Lignieres in this grade. Two wins in last three runs and should go close.
7. FLASH DU QUESNE - DQ after a years absence with shoes on at Le Croise-Laroche. Now barefoot so
could improve.
8. GLORIA FRANCE - Ninth beaten 11L at Reims in this class. Needs more.
9. FESTIF DU RADON - Second beaten 0.75L at Le Croise-Laroche in this class. Solid pick once more.
10. FIER D'ARS - Fourth beaten 5.5L at Le Croise-Laroche in this level. Won the time before and not ruled
out.
11. GADJO SAUTREUIL - Well beaten on two outings this campaign and needs the change of shoeing to
help.
12. FIESTA DU GADE - Third beaten 3L in this class at Le Croise-Laroche two starts ago. DQ since but
could bounce back.
13. FORTUNE - Fourth beaten 6.25L at Angers in a higher class. Won the time before and holds top claims
down in grade.
14. GUERRIER ROYAL - Eighth beaten 7.5L at Caen in a higher class. Interesting down in grade.
15. ELIOT DAIRPET - Well beaten in a higher class mounted contest latest and may require more.
Summary: FINGALO (6) won by a neck at Lignieres in this company. Found success three starts back at
Nancy in this class. More than capable. FORTUNE (13) won in a higher level two outings back at Amiens by
0.75L. Fourth at Angers since. Top chance. FESTIF DU RADON (9) ran second beaten 0.75L at Le CroiseLaroche in this standard. Change of shoeing and should go well. FIER D'ARS (10) was fourth beaten 5.5L in
this class at Le Croise-Laroche. Solid pick once more.
Selections
FINGALO (6) - FORTUNE (13) - FESTIF DU RADON (9) - FIER D'ARS (10)
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Race 3 - PRIX DU PMU L'EXPRESSO - 2550m WALK-UP F59 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000.
1. GALINETTE BLEUE - DQ on her last two outings but dangerous to dismiss having made all by 1.75L in a
Class F mobile at Vichy prior.
2. GIACOMOKO - No form in three starts since a break but goes well over this trip. Could sneak a place.
3. GARGANTUA - Running well in Class F mobile races of late and could be thereabouts with the switch to
a walk up no issue. Continues to run barefoot.
4. GAYA DU VARLET - Reverts to racing barefoot following back-to-back sevenths in this grade. Not
dismissed.
5. GOOD MORNING BIBIS - More needed on recent form.
6. GEISHA D'ARBAZ - No form in last five outings. Tough to recommend.
7. GRINGO DU PAVILLON - Scored in this grade of a mobile race three outings back and run solid races
when fifth subsequently. Claims.
8. GIVE ME - Three wins from nine starts without shoes and was denied by 0.25L in this grade over course
and distance last week. Claims.
9. GIRL PETTEVINIERE - Back-to-back thirds in Class E mobile races before a fair eighth at Vincennes. Not
dismissed.
10. GAMIN DU LERRE - Excellent record without shoes. Scored by 2.5L in a Class F course and distance
race two outings back. Leading claims.
11. GOELAND GEMA - Solid form in recent outings including a 1.75L third in a Class F mobile event at
Vincennes seventeen days ago. In the mix.
12. GENERAL DE LOIRON - Market can guide with shoes on after a short break.
13. GALA D'ARTISTE - 4L fifth in a Grade E mobile contest at Cabourg just under four weeks ago. Frame
chance.
14. GOLD DU CALICE - DQ on four of his last five outings. Opposed.
Summary: GAMIN DU LERRE (10) scored by 2.5L in a Class F course and distance race two outings back.
Leading claims with an excellent record without shoes. GIVE ME (8) has three wins from nine starts racing
barefoot and was denied by 0.25L in this grade over track and journey. Notable runner. GRINGO DU
PAVILLON (7) won in this grade of a mobile event three runs back. Solid efforts when fifth subsequently.
Firmly involved. GALINETTE BLEUE (1) is dangerous to rule out if maintaining stride.
Selections
GAMIN DU LERRE (10) - GIVE ME (8) - GRINGO DU PAVILLON (7) - GALINETTE BLEUE (1)
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Race 4 - PRIX DE CLAIRMARAIS - 2550m WALK-UP F23 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €16,000.
1. HORION FACTIER - Struggled in two starts since a third at Le Chartres and has been given a two month
spell. May need first run back.
2. HUSSARD DE MONCHEL - Two fourths at this grade from last three outings including narrow defeat at
Strasbourg. Could sneak a place on best.
3. HURON - Racing consistently prior to a DQ. Reliable performer at this level including 4.5L fourth at
Chartres.
4. HOKUSAI - Bounced back from two disappointing efforts with a 0.25L second at Nancy in a lower grade.
Up in class.
5. HO MY DY DE JEFMA - Better effort when fourth at Chartres in a lower grade. Faces tougher competition
barefoot.
6. HERMES DU FOSSE - Returned after a six month break with a 2.5L fourth at Chartres in a lower grade
and entitled to improve for the run.
7. HABILILI DU CHENE - Hard to recommend on recent form. First time shoeing combination may spark
improvement.
8. HEMILIO PIERJI - Two fifths sandwiched between three DQ. Could sneak a place at this grade.
9. HUGO FRATI - DQ in three starts since a 1.25L win at Vibraye. Very capable if finding the finish.
10. HADES DU GOUTIER - DQ five times from last six outings and needs to find the finish consistently.
11. HOOKER DU PECH - Three wins from last five outings including 0.75L success at Laon against similar
rivals. Three victories and a placing from eight attempts barefoot.
12. HA FIX - Racing consistently at this level and higher prior to a DQ at Reims. Can feature in the finish.
13. HILTON DU HOULET - Struggled on last two outings but drops significantly in class. Previously 4.5L
fourth at Laon.
14. HIDAO DE LA GOUTTE - Followed up a 6L win at Reims with a fourth in a higher grade at Strasbourg.
Contender.
Summary: HOOKER DU PECH (11) is a top chance with three wins from last five outings including a 0.75L
victory at Laon against similar rivals. Useful record barefoot with three successes and a placing from eight
attempts. HUGO FRATI (9) has to be respected if reverting to the form of his 1.25L at Vibraye four outings
back. Three straight DQ since and needs to find the finish. HERMES DU FOSSE (6) is entitled to improve
for reappearance 2.5L fourth at Chartres in a lower grade. Place chance. HURON (3) is a reliable contender
at this level and holds each way claims.
Selections
HOOKER DU PECH (11) - HUGO FRATI (9) - HERMES DU FOSSE (6) - HURON (3)
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Race 5 - PRIX DE MURIGNY - 2550m WALK-UP F23 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €16,000.
1. HARMONIEUSE WELL - No form in last four and needs first time barefoot needs to bring big
improvement.
2. HISTOIRE DE STAR - Fifth beaten 3L at Nancy in a higher class. Solid efforts in three outings to date.
Top claims.
3. HA LA GRACE - Out of form at present and easily ruled out.
4. HERMINIG OLIVERIE - Fifth five starts back beaten 4L in this class. Has struggled since.
5. HARIBELLE DANOVER - Won by 3.5L at Nancy in a lower class. Has found a good opening up in grade.
6. HEIDI DE L'AUMOY - Seventh beaten 6L at Lyon-la-Soie in a higher class. Dropping back to a level she
won at two starts back.
7. HARMONIE DE PEJ - Beaten a distance latest at Argentan in this class. More required.
8. HEXCUSE ERCA - No form in last two efforts and easily ruled out.
9. HELICE DU DOUY - Fourth beaten 2L at Argentan in this class. Can go close once more.
10. HYPOTHESE FORGAN - Well beaten in a claimer in August. Debuts for a new yard.
11. HALIYAA DE JOUDES - Fourth beaten 4L at this venue after a short break. Can go close.
12. HAKUNA MATATA - Eleventh beaten 7.5L in this grade at Le Croise-Laroche. Place at best.
13. HISTOIRE DE NAPPES - Third beaten 3.25L at La Capelle in this class. The winner has won since to
boost the form.
14. HURIELLE - Third beaten 8L at La Capelle in this class. Good efforts on last two runs and not ruled out.
15. HARMONIE BLONDE - No form in last four outings and has to bounce back.
16. HAVANA DE LA ROQUE - Beaten a distance five days ago at Vire. Needs to re-find form.
Summary: HEIDI DE L'AUMOY (6) ran seventh beaten 6L at Lyon-la-Soie in a higher class. Won at this
level the time before. Holds a win and a placing from four outings barefoot. Looks the one to beat.
HARIBELLE DANOVER (5) was an easy winner by 3.5L at Nancy in a lower grade. Has found a winnable
contest. HISTOIRE DE STAR (2) is lightly raced and was fifth beaten 3L in a lower level at Nancy.
Interesting. HALIYAA DE JOUDES (11) fourth beaten 4L here after a short break. Can improve second up.
Selections
HEIDI DE L'AUMOY (6) - HARIBELLE DANOVER (5) - HISTOIRE DE STAR (2) - HALIYAA DE JOUDES
(11)
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Race 6 - PRIX DE SAINT-REMI - 2550m WALK-UP F23 APP Monte. Purse EUR €14,000.
1. HUGO D'AUVILLIER - Unplaced in eleven career starts. Opposed.
2. HERA D'ARQUENAY - 2.25L third in a Class F mounted race at Meslay-du-Maine after a break. Place
chance if replicating.
3. HELVAMOSA - 14L fourth in a Grade E mounted event at Cabourg 38 days ago. Each way player.
4. HELMA D'OCQUE - Unplaced on sole mounted outing and best watched after a break unless attracting
market support.
5. HIP HOP D'EURVAD - Well beaten at Lisieux on reappearance. Should strip fitter and not dismissed on
best mounted form.
6. HONNEUR D'OCQUE - Tailed off on mounted debut on the grass at Dieppe. Others preferred.
7. HERCULE GRAMMONT - Four placings from five starts over course and distance. Market check on
mounted debut.
8. HERMES D'OR - Pieces of driven form that could see him find a place but market looks the best guide on
mounted debut.
9. HICARIOS GAME - Trio of driven placings prior to a fair sixth in a Class E at Angouleme. Consider on
first mounted outing.
10. HIPPIE DE BOITRON - Four placings from seven mounted starts including twice in a higher grade
recently. Leading chance to shed the maiden tag.
11. HURRICANE JIEL - Course and distance winner in a higher grade driven event in the past. Interesting
racing without shoes on mounted debut.
12. HAOUSSA DE VENNES - Needs to bounce back from recent effort but has the form to be involved in
this suitable mounted grade.
Summary: HIPPIE DE BOITRON (10) has four placings from seven mounted starts including twice in a
higher grade recently. Leading player to shed the maiden tag in this suitable opportunity. HURRICANE JIEL
(11) is a previous course and distance winner in a higher grade driven event. Interesting without shoes on
mounted debut. HAOUSSA DE VENNES (12) needs to bounce back from recent effort but has the form to
be involved in this suitable mounted grade. Not ruled out. HICARIOS GAME (9) is considered on first
mounted outing.
Selections
HIPPIE DE BOITRON (10) - HURRICANE JIEL (11) - HAOUSSA DE VENNES (12) - HICARIOS GAME (9)
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Race 7 - PRIX DE CROIX ROUGE - 2550m WALK-UP D9 Harness. Purse EUR €17,000.
1. JAFLO GEMA - First time starter by Sam Bourbon. Unplaced in a trial at Meslay-du-Maine.
2. JAB KISS - Struggled to feature on debut at Le Mont-St-Michel and needs to find more.
3. JEANNOT DE BOUTEAU - Found a completion on fourth start when 40L sixth at Strasbourg.
4. JOIE MENCOURT - Disappointing in four starts since a debut 1.5L third. Has ability on best day but
needs to show more.
5. JUSTESS VIKING - Built on a promising debut fifth to finish 2.5L fourth at Chartres. Consider.
6. JET MENCOURT - Useful 5.25L third at La Capelle prior to a fair 6.25L ninth at Vincennes in this grade.
Faces easier test and could go close.
7. JAHIKA - Eye-catching 0.25L debut second here. DQ subsequently and can bounce back to better order.
8. JESOLO DE COQUERIE - Placed twice from last three outings including 4.25L third at Beaumont-deLomagne in a tougher class.
9. JOLIE MAJYC - Placed on last two outings including a 1L second at Angouleme. First time pads applied.
10. JEWEL DU NORD - Struggled in two starts since a 3.5L second at Cabourg against similar rivals.
Consider.
Summary: JAHIKA (7) produced an eye-catching debut performance when 0.25L second at this venue. DQ
subsequently and can bounce back to better order third-up. Top chance. JESOLO DE COQUERIE (8) has
placed on two of three career starts including a 4.25L third at Beaumont-de-Lomagne against tougher rivals.
Opportunity to shed the maiden tag. JUSTESS VIKING (5) is progressing with each run and worth
consideration after a 2.5L fourth at Chartres. JOLIE MAJYC (9) could sneak a place based on recent runnerup effort at Angouleme.
Selections
JAHIKA (7) - JESOLO DE COQUERIE (8) - JUSTESS VIKING (5) - JOLIE MAJYC (9)
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Race 8 - PRIX D'ORGEVAL - 2550m WALK-UP F9 Harness. Purse EUR €16,000.
1. INSOLITE - DQ in a higher class mounted event. Fourth the time before beaten 4.5L at Lisieux in this
level. More than capable.
2. IBIZA DRY - Fifth beaten 5.5L at Amiens in a higher class. Interesting down a level.
3. IRONIE DU BAS BOSQ - Fifth beaten 3.25L at Vincennes in a higher class. Dropping in class and can
place.
4. IDOLE DE NAVARY - Lightly raced having her fourth start. Third beaten 4.25L here in this class. The
winner has won again since. Can go close.
5. IDOLE DE LA BOETE - Made most to win by 4L at Gournay in this class. Should go close.
6. ILLIANGA DE NILE - Likes to make the running. Was fourth beaten 5.5L at Montier-en-Der. Interesting
after a break.
7. IBANQUE LEBEL - Fourth beaten 9.25L at Vire in this class. The winner has won again since. Solid pick.
8. ISLANDE MIKA - Struggled in a higher class latest and is quite inconsistent.
9. ISN'T IT DU WISON - Struggled in last two outings in higher grades. More needed.
10. INDIRA BLUE - Seventh beaten 8.5L at Vire in this class. Place at best.
11. ILOA DES CHARRONS - Third beaten 2L at Le Croise-Laroche in this class. Can go close at this level.
12. IMPLACABLE - Eighth beaten 6L at Le Croise-Laroche in two classes higher. Won the last time in this
grade. Big player down in class.
13. INTENTIONALLY - Well beaten on last two outings in higher levels. Hard to consider.
14. IDOLE STAR - Won by 1.25L in this class at Saint Omer two starts ago. DQ since and can bounce back.
Summary: IDOLE DE LA BOETE (5) won impressively by 4L at Gournay in this class. Broke her maiden
latest and can build upon this. IDOLE DE NAVARY (4) is lightly raced on her fourth outing. Ran third beaten
4.25L behind a subsequent winner here. Makes appeal. IBANQUE LEBEL (7) was fourth beaten 9.25L at
Vire in this company. Won the time before and can still progress again. IMPLACABLE (12) finished eighth
beaten 6L in a higher class and won at this level four starts back. Capable.
Selections
IDOLE DE LA BOETE (5) - IDOLE DE NAVARY (4) - IBANQUE LEBEL (7) - IMPLACABLE (12)
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LYON-PARILLY [L-H] - 26 November
Race 1 - PRIX DU MINERVOIS - 2850m WALK-UP F55 HCP APP Monte. Purse EUR €16,000.
1. HAMILTON DU SOLNAN - DQ on both previous starts including at Lignieres twelve days ago. Others
preferred on mounted debut.
2. HEAT DE DOMPIERRE - DQ in a driven contest at Lignieres earlier this month. Improvement required.
3. HORIZON VOLSIN - DQ in a driven race at Lyon-la-Soie just over two weeks ago. Others make more
appeal.
4. GRACEFUL - Good 2.25L second at Nantes earlier this month. Bold show expected.
5. HOLLYWOOD LOULOU - Held 30L ninth at this venue just under four weeks ago. Others preferred.
6. GATSBY EFFEL - DQ on three of his last four starts including in a driven race at Toulouse seven weeks
ago. More required.
7. GRAND CRACK - 28 race maiden finished 5.25L fifth in a driven race at Salon-de-Provence two weeks
ago. Likely to find a few too good.
8. GABARRET DAIRPET - Good 2L second in a Cavaillon driven race just under five weeks ago. One to
note.
9. GOLDEN SEVEN - Successful by 3.5L at Lyon-la-Soie early last month. Leading contender.
10. GOLF PETTEVINIERE - Placed second when beaten 1.75L at Lyon-la-Soie earlier this month. Strong
claims.
11. GRACE DE REBECQ - Impressive 13L winner at Pont-de-Vivaux just over three weeks ago. Top
chance.
Summary: GRACE DE REBECQ (11) can complete a double having won by a wide margin at Pont-deVivaux. Top chance. GOLDEN SEVEN (9) may deliver another big effort. Found success by 3.5L at Lyon-laSoie. Main danger. GOLF PETTEVINIERE (10) placed second when beaten 1.75L at Lyon-la-Soie earlier
this month. Strong claims. GRACEFUL (4) could go well. Beaten 2.25L runner-up at Nantes.
Selections
GRACE DE REBECQ (11) - GOLDEN SEVEN (9) - GOLF PETTEVINIERE (10) - GRACEFUL (4)
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Race 2 - PRIX SERGE AUDIN - 2600m MOBILE E43 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000.
1. HUMOUR FESTIF - DQ on four of his last five starts including at Lyon-la-Soie earlier this month. Best
watched.
2. HELLO BOY DU PIC - Placed third when beaten 8.25L at Lyon-la-Soie fifteen days ago. New shoeing
combination tried in this event.
3. HARMONIST - Followed up a Marseille-Borely success with a 7.25L seventh at the same venue.
Debuting for a new trainer.
4. HOUAT DE HOUELLE - Midfield finish when 6.5L ninth at Vincennes three days ago. Capable of better.
5. HANAPIER - Put a DQ behind him when 2.5L second at Vincennes two weeks ago. One to note.
6. HIP HOP SENOVILLE - Good 2.5L second at this venue at the end of last month. Bold show expected.
7. HISTOIRE PHILS - Completed a double when winning by 2.5L at this venue 26 days ago. Top chance
defending an unbeaten record at this course and running barefoot.
8. HUDO DU RUEL - Successful by 0.75L at Marseille-Borely last week. Leading contender as he bids to
complete a hat-trick. Races without shoes.
9. HESLINE DOR - Down the field 18L twelfth at Vincennes ten days ago. Others make more appeal.
10. HASHTAG D'EMOTION - DQ at Saint-Galmier earlier this month. Step forward needed.
11. HIDALGO DES LUCAS - Good 2L fourth at Saint-Galmier sixteen days ago. Notable runner.
12. HIP HOP RENARDIERE - Successful by 0.25L at Paray-le-Monial just under five weeks back. Of note
without shoes.
Summary: Unbeaten in four starts at this venue is HISTOIRE PHILS (7) who can deliver a victory following
a 2.5L triumph here. Top chance. HUDO DU RUEL (8) makes the shortlist. Won by 0.75L at MarseilleBorely. Serious player. HIP HOP SENOVILLE (6) enters calculations having finished 2.5L second at this
venue. In the mix. HIP HOP RENARDIERE (12) is another to consider. Secured victory by 0.25L at Parayle-Monial.
Selections
HISTOIRE PHILS (7) - HUDO DU RUEL (8) - HIP HOP SENOVILLE (6) - HIP HOP RENARDIERE (12)
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Race 3 - PRIX D'EURE-ET-LOIR - 2850m WALK-UP F100 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €18,000.
1. FIRSTY - Down the field thirteenth at Moulins last month. Changed trainer since that effort.
2. FLEUVE DU SABLIER - Fourth on his two most recent starts including when beaten 3L at Salon-deProvence two weeks ago. Has won here in the past.
3. FLAG - Faded 16L twelfth at Pont-de-Vivaux just over three weeks ago. Racing barefoot for the first time.
4. FAKIR DE CHANTENAY - Below par 24L twelfth at Nantes five days ago. Step forward likely with shoes
removed for this contest.
5. FLASH LE FOL - Struggled 36L ninth in a mounted race at Marseille-Borely first up last week.
Improvement needed.
6. FLOCON DE GINAI - Good 2.5L second at Salon-de-Provence three weeks ago. Claims if replicating that
effort.
7. FLASH OAKS - Held 18L ninth at Feurs six weeks ago. Best watched.
8. FRISSON D'ANGELY - 22L eighth in a Marseille-Borely mounted race first up last week. New shoeing
combination tried.
9. FOLIE DE BOURGOGNE - Faded 9L ninth at Lyon-la-Soie just over two weeks ago. Strong claims racing
barefoot.
10. FUGEES - Down the field at Lignieres twelve days ago. Others hold more obvious claims.
11. FIRST GLAM - Fair 8L sixth at Chartres at the end of last month. Minor role likely.
12. FRAISE BLANCHE - Changed trainer since finishing twelfth at Laval in September. Likely to improve for
the race.
13. FLICKA DU BOCAGE - Good 5L second in a Saint-Galmier mounted race a week ago. Not certain to
appreciate the switch to a driven contest.
14. FARCEUR DE L'INAM - Held 9.25L ninth at Marseille-Borely at the end of September. Claims on earlier
form.
15. FISH DE HOUELLE - Midfield finish when 7.25L ninth at Laval six days ago. Needs to put that effort
behind him.
16. FAVARY - Good 2.5L second at Salon-de-Provence two weeks ago. Leading contender.
17. FRIPON DU JOUR - Runner-up beaten 1.25L at Strasbourg at the end of last month. Top chance
without shoes.
18. FLAMBEUR DU DIGEON - Held 21L eighth in a Saint-Galmier mounted race earlier this month. Others
hold more obvious claims.
Summary: FRIPON DU JOUR (17) may go one place better than when 1.25L second at Strasbourg.
Leading contender. FAVARY (16) could play a role having been beaten 2.5L second at Salon-de-Provence.
Include. FOLIE DE BOURGOGNE (9) is considered. Demonstrated good form prior to a 9L ninth at Lyon-laSoie. FARCEUR DE L'INAM (14) can put recent efforts behind him. Won by a nose at Feurs three starts
back.
Selections
FRIPON DU JOUR (17) - FAVARY (16) - FOLIE DE BOURGOGNE (9) - FARCEUR DE L'INAM (14)
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Race 4 - PRIX DE FRANCHE-COMTE - 2600m MOBILE E111 Harness. Purse EUR €26,000.
1. ENDURO - Down the field 14L tenth at Laval earlier this month. Earlier form gives him a chance.
2. EDISON DU PUY - Held 5.5L tenth at Lyon-la-Soie just over two weeks ago. Others preferred.
3. ESCAPADE DU DIGEON - Placed third when beaten 1.25L at Lyon-la-Soie fifteen days ago. Looking for
a first auto-start success.
4. EL VALEROSO - Fair 3.25L sixth at Lyon-la-Soie earlier this month. Of note.
5. ENVOUTANTE - New shoeing combination tried now having finished down the field at Graignes just
under three weeks ago.
6. EVEREST DE BLARY - Failed to shine when 17L ninth at Le Croise-Laroche 25 days ago. Minor role
likely.
7. EAUKIR EVER - Held 8.25L seventh at Marseille-Borely last week. Others hold more obvious claims.
8. ESCOUBLAC - Fourth beaten 9L at Salon-de-Provence a fortnight ago. One to note.
9. ECLAIR DE L'ETANG - Midfield finish when 7.25L seventh at Saint-Galmier a week ago. Step forward
needed.
10. EMILIE DES IRIS - Placed third when beaten 6L at Saint-Galmier seven days ago. Bold show expected
in a new shoeing combination.
11. EPONA DE CHENOU - DQ on two of her last three starts including at this venue at the end of last
month. Racing in pads for the first time.
12. EGERIE DU PUY - 61 race maiden put a DQ behind her when finishing 1.25L third here 26 days ago.
Likely to find at least one too good.
13. ELMET BLUE - Good 4L fourth at this venue just over a month ago. Notable contender.
Summary: EMILIE DES IRIS (10) can deliver a victory following a 6L third at Saint-Galmier. Serious player.
ELMET BLUE (13) may play a role having been beaten 4L fourth here. Holds claims. ESCOUBLAC (8) is
considered. Ran 9L fourth at Salon-de-Provence. EL VALEROSO (4) is another to note after managing a
3.25L sixth at Lyon-la-Soie.
Selections
EMILIE DES IRIS (10) - ELMET BLUE (13) - ESCOUBLAC (8) - EL VALEROSO (4)
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Race 5 - GRAND PRIX DES 3 ANS-PRIX SNS SECURITY - 2850m WALK-UP A RST Harness. Purse
EUR €32,000.
1. IRIS DE BELMONT - Held 10L fifth at Saint-Galmier a week ago. More needed.
2. IDEE SHANNON - Midfield finish when 14L seventh at this venue at the end of last month. Minor role
likely.
3. IMPERIOUS - 76L ninth at Cagnes-sur-Mer at the start of August. Likely to improve for the race.
4. ILUX DU CAUX - DQ at Saint-Galmier sixteen days ago. Claims on earlier form.
5. IMMINENCE - Good 1.75L second at Pont-de-Vivaux just over three weeks ago. Notable contender.
6. INDIGO JULRY - Victorious by 0.75L at Saint-Galmier earlier this month. Leading contender.
7. INDRO PARK - Fifth beaten 1.75L in a seven runner event won by Indigo Julry at Saint-Galmier earlier
this month. Of note.
8. INBREED - Racing in pads for the first time following a 16L fifth in a mounted race at Vincennes at the
start of this month.
9. IVANKA DE JILME - Good 1.75L fifth at Vincennes four days ago. Strong claims.
10. IVRESSE DE BLARY - Dropping in grade following a 12L eleventh in the G2 Prix Reine du Corta at
Vincennes thirteen days ago. Bold show expected.
Summary: INDIGO JULRY (6) can register a victory following a 0.75L triumph at Saint-Galmier. Leading
chance. IVRESSE DE BLARY (10) may play a role. Down in grade having finished 12L eleventh in the G2
Prix Reine du Corta at Vincennes. IVANKA DE JILME (9) is considered on the back of a 1.75L fifth at
Vincennes. INDRO PARK (7) enters calculations. Beaten 1.75L fifth in the previously mentioned SaintGalmier event. Interesting.
Selections
INDIGO JULRY (6) - IVRESSE DE BLARY (10) - IVANKA DE JILME (9) - INDRO PARK (7)
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Race 6 - GRAND PRIX DES 4 ANS - 2850m WALK-UP A RST Harness. Purse EUR €34,000.
1. HENRIQUE - DQ at Saint-Galmier earlier this month. Claims on earlier form.
2. HODRIGO EVER - Held 12L ninth at Saint-Galmier just over two weeks ago. Others preferred.
3. HOUPETTE ROSE - Seventh beaten 10L at Saint-Galmier sixteen days ago. More needed.
4. HANDY GOLD - Good 4L fourth at Feurs last month. One to note.
5. HARLEM DU BOULAY - Good form prior to a 13L twelfth at Salon-de-Provence three weeks ago. Claims
if putting that effort behind him.
6. HEAVEN JULRY - Midfield finish when 6L seventh at Saint-Galmier a week ago. Capable of better.
7. HARMONY DU RABUTIN - Winner at Vincennes on her penultimate start but failed to shine when 13L
tenth at Saint-Galmier subsequently. Top chance back in her preferred shoeing combination.
8. HORUS DE ROMAZ - Held 6.5L sixth at Saint-Galmier first up. Improvement expected racing barefoot.
9. HOLD OF COMTAL - DQ at Feurs first up. Step forward required.
10. HORCHESTRO - Completed a five-timer when winning at Saint-Galmier earlier this month. Leading
contender.
Summary: HORCHESTRO (10) can continue his good run of form having delivered a 3.25L success at
Saint-Galmier. Top chance. HARMONY DU RABUTIN (7) could deliver a big effort having won by 6.5L at
Vincennes on her penultimate start. HORUS DE ROMAZ (8) gets a chance second up following a 6.5L sixth
in the previously mentioned Saint-Galmier race. HANDY GOLD (4) is shortlisted having been beaten 4L
fourth at Feurs.
Selections
HORCHESTRO (10) - HARMONY DU RABUTIN (7) - HORUS DE ROMAZ (8) - HANDY GOLD (4)
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Race 7 - GRAND PRIX DES 5 ANS - 2850m WALK-UP A RST Harness. Purse EUR €36,000.
1. GAUTIER DU MAXFRAN - DQ at Lignieres earlier this month. Others preferred.
2. GOMORRO - Down the field tenth at Saint-Galmier. More needed.
3. GALAXY DU RABUTIN - Racing barefoot for the first time following a 3.5L second at Lignieres. One to
note.
4. GLAMOUR EAGLE - Good 4.5L fourth at Lyon-la-Soie just over two weeks ago. Of note running
barefoot.
5. GEISHA JULRY - Victorious by a nose at Lyon-la-Soie fifteen days ago. Strong claims without shoes.
6. GOLD DU RABUTIN - Runner-up to a subsequent winner when beaten 0.25L at Lyon-la-Soie at the start
of the month. Bold show expected.
7. GOOD LUCK TIT - Held 9.25L eighth at Vincennes first up. Step forward required.
8. GIBSON DU DIGEON - Held 17L third at Marseille-Borely last month. Others hold more obvious claims.
9. GRACE A TOI JILME - Below par tenth at Vincennes four weeks ago. Likely to find a few too good.
10. GAWANI DU BOCAGE - Fair 3.5L fifth at Pont-de-Vivaux just over three weeks ago. Others make more
appeal.
11. GOTHIQUA DE BUSSET - Fourth on her two most recent starts including when beaten 2.25L at
Vincennes 28 days ago. Noted in this race.
12. GHOST DES CHARRONS - Completed a hat-trick when winning by 0.75L at Feurs six weeks ago.
Leading contender.
13. GO AND FLASH - Good 0.75L second at Hyeres seven weeks ago. Claims.
Summary: GHOST DES CHARRONS (12) can complete a four-timer having won by 0.75L at Feurs.
Serious player. GEISHA JULRY (5) is shortlisted having won by a nose at Lyon-la-Soie. GOLD DU
RABUTIN (6) could register a big run on the back of a 0.25L second at Lyon-la-Soie. GO AND FLASH (13)
was runner-up when beaten 0.75L at Hyeres and is another to consider.
Selections
GHOST DES CHARRONS (12) - GEISHA JULRY (5) - GOLD DU RABUTIN (6) - GO AND FLASH (13)
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Race 8 - PRIX DE PROVENCE - 2850m WALK-UP D280 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €31,000.
1. GITANE DU DIGEON - 7.25L ninth at Vincennes six weeks ago. Debuting for a new trainer.
2. GEGE BAROQUE - DQ on four of his last five starts including at Vincennes last month. More needed on
his first start for a new trainer.
3. FLAMME JULRY - Good 2L third at Pont-de-Vivaux earlier this month. One to note.
4. COUNTRY DES OBEAUX - Held 6L seventh at Lyon-Parilly just over a month ago. Step forward
required.
5. FIREJACK DE VIETTE - Impressive 6L winner at Salon-de-Provence two weeks ago. Bold show
expected.
6. GAI PRINTEMPS - New shoeing combination tried following a 22L eleventh at Nantes first up.
7. DRAGUEUR D'AZUR - Failed to shine when eleventh at Saint-Galmier a week ago. Capable of better
second up.
8. FORMI - Put a below par effort behind him when 8L fourth at Feurs six weeks ago. Likely to find a few too
good.
9. FIRST IN LOVE - Given a break since a DQ in the G3 Prix de Cap Esterel at Cagnes-sur-Mer in July.
Likely to improve for the race.
10. ELIXIR DU RABUTIN - Placed third when beaten 5.5L at Marseille-Borely in May. Others preferred first
up.
11. FLOWER BY MAGALOU - Fourth beaten 1.75L at Vincennes just under two weeks ago. Strong claims
without shoes.
12. BOLERO DU SABLIER - Failed to shine when 33L tenth at Saint-Galmier a week ago. Claims on the
form he showed when winning at Salon-de-Provence prior.
13. FILOU L'AUVERGNIER - Returning from a break when 12L ninth at Vincennes earlier this month. More
needed.
14. DESIR DE BANNES - Fair 5.25L seventh at Vincennes five days ago. Improvement likely on his third
run back from a break.
15. DJEMBE D'ORGERES - 19L eleventh at Pont-de-Vivaux first up. Better expected with shoes removed
second up.
Summary: FIREJACK DE VIETTE (5) can register a victory following a 6L triumph at Salon-de-Provence.
Leading contender. FLOWER BY MAGALOU (11) could play a part in the finish on the back of a 1.75L
fourth at Vincennes. FLAMME JULRY (3) gets a chance having been beaten 2L third at Pont-de-Vivaux.
Holds claims. BOLERO DU SABLIER (12) is considered having won at Salon-de-Provence on his
penultimate outing.
Selections
FIREJACK DE VIETTE (5) - FLOWER BY MAGALOU (11) - FLAMME JULRY (3) - BOLERO DU
SABLIER (12)
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VINCENNES [L-H] - 26 November
Race 1 - PRIX ARIETIS - 2700m WALK-UP C131 Harness. Purse EUR €43,000.
1. GOLDEN SAUTONNE - Down the field at this track eighteen days ago in this walk up class. Others have
stronger claims.
2. GOLFE JUAN - 12L eleventh here eighteen days back tackling this walk up grade. Needs to be at best.
3. GO WINNER - Only beat one rival home when fifteenth here eighteen days ago. Open to progress
second up this year.
4. GAUCHO DE HOUELLE - Struggled on season return at this venue eighteen days back in this walk up
level. Good form at last years Vincennes winter meeting.
5. GAMIN NORMAND - Consistent type who ran 3L second here in a Class C mounted race two weeks ago.
Top driver booked. Include.
6. GRANDIOSE BEY - 31L tenth of twelve after a break here last week. Down in level and progress is likely.
7. GAELIC DU ROCHER - Showed ability here eighteen days ago when a nose second in this walk up
grade. Leading contender without shoes.
8. GUMP DU PONCELET - Arrives in mixed form tackling this level with a course third before a Cabourg
DQ. Interesting.
9. GITANO JACK - DQ in the closing stages sixteen days ago at Nantes in a higher level walk up. Could
bounce back to good form.
10. GIBUS DE NAVARY - Good 3L fourth at Cabourg four weeks ago in this walk up class. Holds claims
with a consistent profile.
11. GANGSTER DAVANESS - DQ at Nimes two weeks ago. Up one level and needs more.
12. GAMIN JABA - Bids for a four-timer after a nose triumph here eighteen days ago in this walk up grade
beating Gaelic Du Rocher. Top trainer and driver in solid form. Hard to beat.
13. GOELAND D'HAUFOR - 16L seventh of fourteen at Nantes sixteen days ago in a higher class walk up.
Interesting with a fair course record.
Summary: GAMIN JABA (12) bids for a four-timer after a nose triumph here eighteen days ago in this walk
up grade beating GAELIC DU ROCHER (7). The former has a top trainer and driver in solid form. Hard to
beat. The latter was second. Main danger without shoes. GIBUS DE NAVARY (10) produced a good 3L
fourth at Cabourg in this walk up class. Holds claims with a consistent profile. GAMIN NORMAND (5) is
another consistent type who ran 3L second here in a Class C mounted race. Leading driver booked. Include.
GITANO JACK (9) could bounce back to form.
Selections
GAMIN JABA (12) - GAELIC DU ROCHER (7) - GIBUS DE NAVARY (10) - GAMIN NORMAND (5) GITANO JACK (9)
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Race 2 - PRIX AUBADE CREATION (PRIX KERONIS) - 2700m WALK-UP D55 Harness. Purse EUR
€33,000.
1. HARIA DU BELLAY - Chasing a double after a 3.25L success here leading from start to finish. Steps up
in grade barefoot.
2. HANGELA - Demonstrated improvement when 1.25L third in a lower grade contest at this track. Finished
in the frame twice from last three outings.
3. HELALI DE MONTCEAU - Struggled on last two outings. Useful 1.75L second at this venue prior and
could bounce back.
4. HIGH EDITION - Consistent performances on last few outings including a good third at Enghien against
similar rivals.
5. HIMALAYA CUT - Three DQ from last five outings. Needs more on recent form.
6. HACIENDA DESBOIS - Some useful performances in recent runs including a 6.25L fourth at this track.
7. HEGOA DU BOULAY - Two seconds from last three outings including at this grade in September. Good
record in these conditions with two placings from two attempts.
8. HAUTE VOLTIGE - Two fourths at this grade from last three attempts. Yet to finish in the frame in seven
runs barefoot.
9. HOTESSE JENILOU - Ended previous preparation with a treble at Cagnes sur Mer. Struggled in two
starts since a spell and can improve.
10. HIVRINE DE GUEZ - Hard to recommend on recent outings.
11. HAUDATIS - Unable to follow up a 3L success at Reims in a higher grade when credible 4.5L seventh in
a Class C at this track. Drops in class and can play a role.
12. HIAHIASTART - Placed on last two outings including narrow defeat at this venue. One win from two
attempts over this course and distance.
13. HALLEY DE MARS - Returned after a spell with a DQ. Form prior to break was useful at this grade.
Summary: HAUDATIS (11) is proven against tougher competition with a 3L win at Reims in a Class B two
back. Not beaten far when 4.5L seventh in a Class C at this venue subsequently and can play a major role
down in grade. HARIA DU BELLAY (1) takes a step up in level after a comfortable start to finish 3.25L
success at this track. Remains barefoot and must be a leading chance. HIGH EDITION (4) has been racing
consistently at this level including a good third at Enghien. Contender. HIAHIASTART (12) has placed on
last two outings and holds a good record over course and distance with a win from two attempts.
Selections
HAUDATIS (11) - HARIA DU BELLAY (1) - HIGH EDITION (4) - HIAHIASTART (12)
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Race 3 - PRIX TRITON - 2700m WALK-UP D150 Harness. Purse EUR €37,000.
1. FOREVER JIEL - Third beaten 1.75L in a lower class at La Capelle. Scored prior but is going up in grade.
2. FUCHSIA PIERJI - Fifth beaten 3.25L here in this class behind four re-opposing rivals. One for the
placings.
3. FEELING BOY - Fourth beaten 3.25L in this class behind three re-opposing rivals. Not far away but
needs a bit more to reverse form.
4. FAKIR DE GESVRES - Ninth beaten 2.25L here in a higher class. Ran well in this grade prior behind two
re-opposing rivals. Not ruled out.
5. FARRELL SEVEN - Won by 0.75L in one class lower at Bordeaux. Three wins and two placings barefoot.
Not ruled out up in grade.
6. EMBLEME CASTELETS - Fourth beaten 3.25L at Le Croise-Laroche in a lower class. The winner has
won since but needs a bit more.
7. FALCO FUN - Won by 0.25L at Angers in this class two starts back. DQ at a lower level since.
8. FUEGO DU MORTIER - Beat a pair of subsequent winners by 1.25L at Enghien two starts ago after
finishing strongly in this class. DQ since but can bounce back.
9. FORUM DE TILLARD - Well beaten in a higher class at Enghien but still needs more down in grade.
10. FARINELLI PAULOIS - Second beaten 1.25L at Enghien in this class. The third has won since. Now
barefoot where he has three wins and two placings from five starts. Top claims.
11. EAGLE WIND - Eighth beaten 3.25L in this class here. More needed.
12. FIGARO VICI - Sixth beaten 4.5L here in a lower class. Best watched.
13. EPICURE - Third beaten 1.25L at Nantes in a lower grade. More required.
14. ESPOIR DES CHAMPS - Fifth beaten 2.75L at Cabourg in this class. Running well enough but place
looks the best hope.
15. FOGO PICO - Beat a number of these at this venue by 0.75L with the second Farrell Seven winning
since. Top claims once more.
Summary: FOGO PICO (15) scored by 0.75L in this class beating a number of re-opposing rivals. The
second FARRELL SEVEN (5) has since won. Top claims for both rivals again. FARINELLI PAULOIS (10)
finished second beaten 1.25L in this level at Enghien. Switching to barefoot where he has a 60% strike rate.
FUEGO DU MORTIER (8) was a winner two starts back in this grade and can bounce back from a
subsequent DQ. FOREVER JIEL (1) is not dismissed.
Selections
FOGO PICO (15) - FARRELL SEVEN (5) - FARINELLI PAULOIS (10) - FUEGO DU MORTIER (8) FOREVER JIEL (1)
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Race 4 - PRIX ARSINOE - 2700m WALK-UP E13 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000.
1. IRIANE - 9.5L sixth at Machecoul a month ago in a Class F walk up. Upped in level. Needs more.
2. ICONE DU GARDEN - 10L ninth at Nantes twelve days back tackling a Grade F walk up. Needs to be at
best to place.
3. IMAGINE GIRL - Fair 4L fourth at this venue three weeks ago in a Class E fillies autostart. Good walk up
form prior. Consider.
4. INDIE HAUFOR - Ran with credit at Nantes six weeks ago when 3.25L fifth in this walk up level.
Interesting on Vincennes debut.
5. IDRA DE BEYLEV - 5L Les Sables-d'Olonne Class F walk up winner prior to a DQ here. Could bounce
back.
6. IDEE DE BOLERO - Beaten 79L at this venue ten days ago in this company. Hard to make a case for.
7. IRIS DAXEL - DQ at Reims nine days back in this walk up grade. Needs to be at best to make the frame.
8. IRINA DE BAILLY - DQ with 500m to go here three weeks ago in a Class E fillies autostart. Not
dismissed to make amends.
9. INDICA - Showed some promise at country tracks but disappointing on last two outings.
10. INTRIGUE - Unlucky DQ with 100m to go at Chartres a year ago in a Class F walk up. May need this.
11. IVANSKA MONTAVAL - Fair 9L fifth at Graignes twelve days ago in a Class F fillies walk up.
Interesting.
12. INFANTE DU BUISSON - Solid 3.25L third at Nantes twelve days ago tackling a Class F walk up. In the
mix.
13. IMAGINE D'AR - DQ on last three attempts and hard to make a case for.
14. I LOVE MY WIFE - Made all to win in Class F autostart company three runs ago at Le Croise-Laroche.
Two DQ since.
15. ISBET SANT - Ran well at Nantes twelve days back when 3L second attempting a Class F walk up.
Include.
Summary: ISBET SANT (15) ran well at Nantes twelve days back when 3L second attempting a Class F
walk up. Serious player. INFANTE DU BUISSON (12) produced a solid 3.25L third in the same Nantes
event. In the mix. IRINA DE BAILLY (8) was DQ with 500m to go here in a Class E fillies autostart. Not
dismissed to make amends. IMAGINE GIRL (3) finished a fair 4L fourth at this venue tackling a Class E
fillies autostart. Good walk up form prior. Consider.
Selections
ISBET SANT (15) - INFANTE DU BUISSON (12) - IRINA DE BAILLY (8) - IMAGINE GIRL (3)
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Race 5 - PRIX VIBILIA - 2200m WALK-UP E75 Monte. Purse EUR €33,000.
1. GO TO DE HOUELLE - Resumed after an eight month break with a fourth in a Class D. Drops in grade
and entitled to improve considerably for the run.
2. GOOD GIRL MARCEAUX - Placed on last two outings including a well-beaten third in a higher grade at
this venue. Running well.
3. GOLDEN LILAC - Followed up a Laval win with four straight placings including a 2.75L second at this
venue. Leading claims.
4. GIVE ME SEVEN - Hard to recommend on recent outings.
5. GOMERA - Some mixed performances in recent runs and has first try in these conditions. More needed.
6. GUSTAVIA - Useful second at Enghien sandwiched between two DQ. First time pads on all fours.
7. GARINCHA SPORT - Returned after a short spell with a disappointing driven run. Progression expected
and two placings from three mounted runs.
8. GOMORRA QUICK - Returned after a short spell with a fifth at this track in a similar driven grade. Makes
mounted debut.
9. GEISHA D'EM - Chasing a double after 3L debut mounted win at Marseille Borely. Bold bid anticipated.
Summary: GOLDEN LILAC (3) has been racing consistently. Followed up a Laval success with four straight
placings including a 2.75L second at this track. Top chance. GEISHA D'EM (9) made a winning start to
mounted campaign when scoring by 3L at Marseille Borely. Rates well and can show further improvement.
GUSTAVIA (6) has first time pads applied on all four. Useful second at Enghien sandwiched between two
DQ. Worth consideration if completing cleanly. GOOD GIRL MARCEAUX (2) made the frame on last two
outings. Holds each way claims.
Selections
GOLDEN LILAC (3) - GEISHA D'EM (9) - GUSTAVIA (6) - GOOD GIRL MARCEAUX (2)
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Race 6 - PRIX KLIO - 2100m MOBILE B21 Harness. Purse EUR €36,000.
1. JOYAU DE MORTREE - Fourth beaten 3.25L in a higher class two starts back here. Late DQ in the G3
Prix Louis Cauchois since. Can bounce back down in grade.
2. JIANFRANCO - Back to back DQ including in this class. Best watched.
3. JORGOS DE GUEZ - Fifth beaten 2L here in this class. Could go well from this draw.
4. JASPERS TURGOT - Sixth beaten 3.25L here in this company. Has a 33% place strike rate in this
shoeing combination.
5. JUBY DE BAILLY - DQ in this class here seventeen days back. Best watched subsequently.
6. JAG STRYCK - Third beaten 5L in one class lower here. Could find the frame going up a level.
7. JOCE JISCE - Won by a neck on third outing at Auch in a lower class. First time with pads on all four but
will need improvement.
8. JUMANJI SIBEY - Second beaten 2L here in one class lower. Going up in grade but still progressive.
Consider.
9. JAMIROQUAI - Sent off second favourite at Graignes in this class before breaking stride. Won first two
career outings and remains unexposed. May bounce back.
10. JERICHO D'ORGERES - DQ on debut and going up significantly in class. Hard to have.
11. JO LA CLASS - Third on debut but has shown little in three outings since.
12. JAB DE MYE - DQ with 50m to go when in contention two starts back in one class lower. More needed.
13. JENSSEN VISAIS - Fifth beaten 5.5L at Laval in three grades lower. Hard to consider.
Summary: JOYAU DE MORTREE (1) showed up well when breaking stride in the G3 Prix Louis Cauchois.
Solid effort in a higher class prior. Can go close. JORGOS DE GUEZ (3) finished fifth but only beaten 2L in
this level here. Not far away. JUMANJI SIBEY (8) was a 2L second in one class lower at this venue. Further
improvement expected. JAMIROQUAI (9) won his first two career outings. DQ at Graignes since but well
worth another try with progress possible.
Selections
JOYAU DE MORTREE (1) - JORGOS DE GUEZ (3) - JUMANJI SIBEY (8) - JAMIROQUAI (9)
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Race 7 - PRIX VIGOUR (PRIX LEONA) - 2850m WALK-UP C100 E Monte. Purse EUR €38,000.
1. HOWDY QUICK - Consistent type who holds seven placings and five wins from fifteen starts. Interesting
international raider.
2. BON TON GSO - Consistent filly by Maharajah who holds some good form from Italy. Consider running
for the Jean-Michel Bazire stable.
3. HERE I GO AGAIN - Showed ability here a fortnight ago when 1.25L third in a Class D mounted event.
Include.
4. HELLO DE LIGNY - 1.25L winner at this course in June tackling a Class C mounted contest. Makes
appeal.
5. HARLEY CHARENTAISE - Below par on season return here seventeen days ago but ran a solid 0.75L
second in the mounted G3 Prix de Dozule in February. Not dismissed.
6. HELIOS ATOUT - 13L seventh of nine at this track a month ago in a Grade C mounted race. Needs to be
at best.
7. HOLLYWOOD TORINO - Showed ability here a month ago when 0.75L runner-up in a Class C mounted
event. Holds claims if repeating.
8. NAMANGA BO - New trainer now following a success at Berlin a month ago. Worth a second look racing
barefoot.
9. HEROS DE BEYLEV - 20L eighth of ten at Enghien a month ago tackling a Grade C mounted event.
Others appeal more.
10. HE AND ME - Makes mounted debut following two DQ in walk ups on last pair of outings. Notable driver
booking.
11. HISTORIOLA - Solid 3.25L third tackling the mounted G3 Prix Olry-Roederer here two weeks ago.
Leading contender without shoes.
Summary: HISTORIOLA (11) produced a solid 3.25L third tackling the mounted G3 Prix Olry-Roederer here
two weeks ago. Leading contender without shoes. BON TON GSO (2) is a consistent filly by Maharajah who
holds some good form from Italy. Consider running for the Jean-Michel Bazire stable. HOWDY QUICK (1)
holds claims as another consistent type who has seven placings and five wins from fifteen starts. Interesting
international raider. HERE I GO AGAIN (3) showed ability at this course when 1.25L third in a Class D
mounted event. Include.
Selections
HISTORIOLA (11) - BON TON GSO (2) - HOWDY QUICK (1) - HERE I GO AGAIN (3)
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